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An experimental investigation of tile aerodynamic
characteristics of thin, moderately swept fighter
wings has been conducted to evaluate the effect of
camber and twist oll the effectiveness of leading-
and trailing-edge flaps at supersonic speeds in the
Langley Unitary Plan Wind _lSmnel. Tile study ge-
ometry consisted of a generic fuselage with camber
typical of advanced fighter designs without inlets,
canopy, or vertical tail. The model was tested with
two wing configurations an uncambered (fiat) wing
and a cambered and twisted wing. Each wing had
an identical clipped delta planform with an inboard
leading edge swept back 65 ° and an outboard leading
edge swept back 50 ° . The trailing edge was swept for-
ward 25 ° . Tile leading-edge flaps were deflected -4 ° ,
-2 ° (cambered wing only), 0 °, 5 ° , 10 °, and 15 °, and
the trailing-edge flaps were deflected -30 ° , -20 ° ,
-10 °, 0 °, and 10 °. Experimental testing was con-
ducted at. Mach numbers of 1.60, 1.80, 2.00, and 2.16
for an angle-of-attack range of -4 ° to 20 °.
The addition of wing camber and twist had a
significant effect on the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics. Without leading- or trailing-edge
flap deflections, the uncaInbered wing had a lower
mininmm drag and a lower drag due to lift at low
lift coefficient than the caInbered wing. Camber and
twist also decreased the lift and increased the zero-
litt pitching-monmnt coefficient (Cm,o), but it had no
significant effect on lift-curve slope or stability level.
Leading-edge flap deflection typically increased
drag. The increment in drag per degree of leading-
edge flap deflection increased as the deflection angle
increased and was higher for the cambered wing
than for the uncambered wing. However, at the
higher lift conditions tested, the data showed that
a drag reduction occurred when leading-edge flaps
were deflected 5 ° on the uncambered wing.
The trailing-edge flap effectiveness for pitching
moment and minimum drag were smaller for the
cambered wing than for the uncambered wing. De-
spite the reduced pitch-control effectiveness, the shift
in Cm,o caused by the addition of camber and
twist resulted in smaller flap deflections required to
trim. Tile net result was a lower drag coefficient at
trimmed condition on the cambered wing than on the
uncanfl)ered wing for lift coefficients greater than 0.1.
Introduction
Today's military combat aircraft nmst satisfy a
wide range of requirements and perform a variety of
roles efficiently over an extensive flight envelope. The
number of design points (i.e., the spread in Mach
number and lift) makes the choice of wing shape and
size for a combat aircraft less clear than for a civil
transport, and inevitably a compromise is evolved.
One of those design compromises is the use of
wing camber and twist for reducing cruise drag.
A wing camber design based upon a subsonic de-
sign point is typically quite different from the cam-
ber surface based on supersonic design criteria.
The subsonic-based camber surface has significantly
greater curvature than the supersonic design. At
subsonic speeds lift can be produced more efl:iciently
and drag may be reduced by spreading the upper
surface suction more evenly over the cambered wing
(ref. 1). However, at the supersonic cruise point
(low lift), a significant drag penalty due to wing
camber usually occurs (ref. 2). The disadvantage
of camber at high speed/low lift may be offset by
the performance benefit achieved at both low speed
and high speed/high lift as well as a possible redueed
trim-drag penalty at supersonic speed. The dis-
advantage of extreme camber at supersonic speed
may also be reduced by using leading-edge flaps de-
flected upward to reduce wing camber at certain
conditions.
Wings that achieve variable camber by utilizing
leading- and trailing-edge devices are being consid-
ered for high-performance aircraft to meet the severe
aerodynamic requirement of efficient cruise across a
broad Mach number range as well as increased high-
angle-of-attack maneuverability. The primary pur-
poses of leading- and trailing-edge devices are both to
improve the lift-drag ratio by controlling the flow on
the wing upper surface so that. drag is minimized t_y
maintaining attached-flow conditions and to control
the pitching moment over a range of lift conditions.
Leading- and trailing-edge flaps are typically utilized
on production aircraft, primarily at subsonic and
transonic speeds, to decrease drag due t.o lift. and thus
increase the maxinmm lift-drag ratio (refs. 3 and 4).
However, previous studies conducted on uncambered
wings indicate that aerodynamic performance bene-
fits can also be obtained by employing leading-edge
flaps at supersonic speeds (refs. 5 and 6).
A cooperative wing design program has been es-
tablished between NASA and General Dynamics.
The purpose of this program is to evaluate at
supersonic speeds the effect of camber as well as
the effectiveness of leading- and trailing-edge flaps
on moderately swept, fighter wings designed to meet
a broad spectrum of performance goals. In sup-
port of this program, an experimental investiga-
tion of the aerodynamic performance of leading- and
trailing-edge flaps on two wings (an uneambered wing
and a cambered wing with both having the same
planformandairfoil thicknessdistribution)hasbeen
conductedin the LangleyUnitary PlanWindTun-
nelat Maehnumbersfrom1.60to 2.16.Thispaper




All longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients are ref-
erenced to the stability axis system. The moment
reference center is located 21.13 in. from the nose,






















wing span, 24.86 in.
drag coefficient, Drag/qS
minimum drag coefficient.
drag coefficient at trimmed
condition
change in drag coefficient from
value for minimum drag
drag polar shape factor
leading-edge flap-effectiveness
parameter on mininmm drag
trailing-edge flap-effectiveness
parameter on minimum drag
lift coefficient, Lift/qS
change in lift coefficient from
vahle for nfinimum drag
trailing-edge flap-effectiveness
parameter on lift at a = 0°






parameter on zero-lift pitching
moment
longitudinal stability at _ = 0°
local chord length, in.




















wing reference area, 2.25 ft 2
airfoil thickness, in.
streamwise distance from leading
edge of local chord, in.
fraction of wing length from wing
leading edge at exposed root
chord (length of exposed root
chord, 22.29 in.)
lateral distance from model
centerline, in.
vertical distance, positive up, in.
angle of attack, deg
streamwise leading-edge flap
deflection, positive when leading
edge is down, deg
streamwise trailing-edge flap
deflection, positive when trailing
edge is down, (leg
streamwise trailing-edge flap
deflection needed for trim, (leg
Model Description
The model, shown installed in the Langley Uni-
tary Plan Wind Tunnel (UPVVT) in figure 1, has
a generic fllselage without inlets, canopy, or verti-
cal tail. The model can be tested with two wing
configurations an uncambered wing and a caln-
bered wing. Both wings are configured with the same
planform (fig. 2(a)) and airfoil thickness distribution
(table I). The nmximmn thickness is 4.5 percent of
the local chord located at 40 percent. The wing air-
foil definition is an NACA 64A004.5 section from
the leading edge to the 40 percent chord line and
a biconvex section from the 40 percent chord line
to 100 percent of the chord length, as shown in fig-
ure 2(b). Table II contains the dimensionless surface
ordinates for the cambered wing. The wings have a
clipped double-delta planform with the leading edge
swept back 65 ° and the outboard leading edge swept
back 50 ° . The trailing edge is swept forward 25 ° .
The wings were designed for typical advanced
fighter performance requirements. By using lin-
ear theory methodology as described in reference 7,
the cambered wing was derived for optimal tran-
sonic maneuver performance and efficient supersonic
cruisewith minimumtrim-drag requirement. Its
t)roadspe(:trunlof tmrfornlaneegoalsincludessus-
tained trallSOlliC and SllpersolliC lllallellVer perfor-
mance while minimizing acceleration penalties. The
multipoint design criteria for the cambered wing
were achicwed by designing a series of wing camber
surfa.ces for different lift and Maeh mmfl)er condi-
tions and then by evaluating the designs over the
flight envelope. In order to meet the t)erformanee
goab;, a wing camber based upon a lift. coefficient
of 0 10 and a Math numl)er of 1.5 was selected.
It. should t)e noted that the selection was based
Ul)(m an overall mission perforntanee criterion and
not upon aerodynmnie performance at specific flight
conditions.
Test Description
The tests were conducted in the low Math nun>
bet test section of the Langley UPWT, which is
a wu'iable-pressure, continuous-flow facility (ref. 8)
at Maeh tmmt)ers of 1.60, 1.80. 2.00, and 2.16
and stagnation pressures of 454.8, 455.5, 448.5.
and 438.8 psf, respectively. The Reynolds number
was 2.0 × 106 per foot and the stagnation tempera-
ture was held constant at 125°F throughout the test.
The tmmel dew t)oint was held sufficiently low to
prevent any significant c(m(lensation effects.
Transition-inducing strips consistiug of No. 60
grit were located 1.2 in. aft of the fllselage llOSe
and 0.1 in. aft. (streamwise) on both the upper and
lower wing sm'faccs of the wing leading edge. To
ensure fully turtmlent t)oundary-layer flow over most
of the model at all test eoiMitions, the grit size
and location were selected according to tit<, methods
discttssed in ref(,r(.llees .() to 11.
An internally inounted, six-eolnl)oIlellt, strain-
garlge })alaiice was used to llleasllro model forces
and moments. Based on the manufacturer's stated
accm'acy for the tmlance used. C D, C L, and C., are
estimated tol)eaccurate towithin ±0.0004, ±0.0035.
and +0.0006, respectively,or 0.5 I)ercentof fullscale.
llel)eat t)oints taken for this test in(tieate that el),
eL, and C,, generally ret)ea.te(t within 0.0001, 0.0015,
and 0.0001. resi)eetively. The model angle of attack
ranged from 4° to 20 °. The leading-edge flaps were
tested for deflections of 0° to 15 ° in increnmnts of 5°
for 1)oth wings and additionally for deflections of -4 °
and -2 ° for the cambered wing. Tire trailing-edge
flaps were tested from -30 ° to 10° in 10 ° inereInents.
The angles of attack were correete(lfor tmmel
fh)w angularity and for model support sting and
1)alance (tefleetions resulting from aerodynainic loads
on the model. Chanflmr pressllres were measured
continuously throughout the test hy means (rf tubes
within the balance ehaml)er routed along the sting
to pressure transducers located outside the tunnel.
These pressures were used to correct the force data
to a condition that wouht exist if free-streanl static
pressure acted within tit(' fuselage cavity.
Experimental Results
As indicated earlier, tile purpose of this s| udy was
to evaluate the el[eel of camber as well as the effec-
tiveness of leading- and Irailing-edgc flaps at srrt)er-
sonic speeds. The longitudinal aerodynamic ('hara('-
teristics of both wings with no flap deflections will
be discussed first. This wilt be followed by a discus-
sion of tire etDetiveness of the leading- and trailing-
edge flap deflections on both wings. A complete list-
ing of the force and moment data is presented in
appendix A.
Aerodynamic Characteristics With No
Flap Deflection
The hmgitudinal aerodynamic characteristics fl)r
the unca.mt)ere(1 and eamhered wings with n(r leading-
and tra.iling-edge flat) (tefle('tions at lh(' four test
Mach munt)ers are shown in figure 3. The drag
data for M = 1.60 show that the eaml)ered wing has
higher drag than the uncamber('d wing for low lift
coefficients (CL < 0.2). (See fig. 3(a).) At at)ore
('L = 0.2 a. crossover in the (h'ag oe('m's, an(t at
higher lift coefficients the cambered wing has lower
drag. The maximum L/I) is higher for the cambered
wing than for the uncambered wing and this oe('urs
at CL- 0.25. The pitching-moment and lift data
for :_i = 1.60 are shown in figure 3(a). The data
show that both wings have about the same lift-('urve
slope and stal)ility level and that the variation in (7 L
and Cm remains essentially linear throughout tlw test
angle-of-attack range. The addition of calnt)er and
twist: to the wing results in air increase in the zero-lift
pitching moment, and for a given angle of attack this
results in a decrease in lift for tim cambered wing.
As the Math numt)er increases, the minimum C L
at which improved aerodynamic performance results
from the caroller increases and tire magnitude of
this incremerR decreases. At AI = 2.16 a crossover
occurs at CI. = ().35, and this results in (lilly a slight
improvement corot)areal with that of the micambered
wing. Camber eontinlles to provide a positive Cm.o
shift attd a negative CL shift.
To fltrth(,r evaluate the effect of camimr, the aero-
dynamic characteristics are presented as a flmetion
of Mach number in figure 4. Figure 4(a) shows a
comparison of the nfininmm drag (CD,min) and polar
shapefactor (ACD/ACL 2) over the range of Mach
numbers tested for both wings. Note that the po-
lar shape factor is an assessment of the drag due to
lift referenced from its minimum drag value to its
drag values at ACL ----0.1. The data show that both
the cambered wing and the uncambered wing have
nearly constant minimum drag over the entire Mach
number range. As previously shown, the uncambered
wing shows better performance, lower minimum drag
values, and lower drag due to lift at low lift compared
with that of the cambered wing.
The longitudinal stability level (OCm/OCL) and
lift-curve slope (OCL/O_) of the uncambered and
cambered wings as a function of Mach number are
presented in figure 4(b). The data show that both
wings are more stable at the lower Mach numbers
than at the higher Mach numbers, and that the
cambered wing is slightly more stable than the un-
cambered wing. The change in lift-curve slope with
Mach number is similar for both wings, as can be
seen in figure 4(b).
Vapor screen, tufts, and oil flow visualization data
were obtained with the uncambered wing. _I_fts
and oil flow data were used to examine the flow
characteristics on the upper wing surface. The flow
direction is determined by the alignment of the tufts
or the streaking of the oil. The vapor screen data
were used to obtain information on the shape and
location of vortices and shocks in the flow field above
the wing. The vapor screen photographs were taken
of the upper surface of the left wing panel at wing
locations of 30 percent and 60 percent of the exposed
root chord at a Mach number of 1.60 with the camera
behind the model looking upstream.
Tufts on the uncambered wing at M = 1.60 with
no leading- or trailing-edge flap deflections at angles
of attack of 0°, 4 °, 8 °, and 12° are shown in figure 5.
Figure 6 shows vapor screen photographs for the
uncambered wing without a leading- or trailing-edge
flap deflection at angles of attack of 4° , 8 ° , and 12 ° .
At an angle of attack of 0°, attached flow over the
wing is observed in the tuft photograph as indicated
by the smooth streamwise alignment of the tufts.
As the angle of attack increases to 4° , the flow
accelerates about the leading edge as indicated by
the slight inboard alignment of the tufts along the
leading edge. With further increases in angle of
attack, the acceleration about the leading edge or
crossflow recompresses as it turns streamwise. This
causes a crossflow shock. This shock can be seen
by the outward alignment of the tufts on the center
portion of the wing at a = 8°. The shock can also
be seen in the vapor screen photographs in figure 6
by the shading discontinuity on the center portion of
the wing at c_ = 8 °. Further increases in lift result in
shock-induced separation of the boundary layer and
the formation of a small separation bubble, which
may be seen as a small dark region on the wing upper
surface near the shock. The dark circular region on
the inboard portion of the wing at a = 12 ° is the
leading-edge vortex that forms at the inboard leading
edge and propagates streamwise close to the fuselage.
Leading-Edge Flap Deflection
The effect on drag of deflecting the leading-edge
flaps of the uncambcred and cambered wings is
shown in figures 7 and 8, respectively. Deflecting
the leading-edge flaps at supersonic speeds normally
does not provide a benefit in performance; however,
the data show that a drag reduction occurs for the
uncambered wing when the leading-edge flaps are de-
flected 5° at the higher lift conditions obtained for
this test at all Mach numbers tested (fig. 7). The as-
sumption was made that deflecting the leading edge
of the cambered wing upward (negative) might pro-
vide a drag reduction at low lift by eliminating some
of the drag due to camber. However, the data in fig-
ure 8 show that the upward leading-edge deflection
did not provide any significant drag reduction.
As was shown in figure 3, the aerodynamic char-
acteristics of the uncambered and cambered wings
are quite similar with the primary differences being
lower drag at low lift for the uncambered wing and
an increase in Cm,o for the cambered wing. Based
upon these differences, it was decided that appropri-
ate figures of merit for assessing leading- and trailing-
edge flap effectiveness were the increments in drag,
lift, and pitching moment per degree of flap deflec-
tion (flap-effectiveness parameters). This method of
presentation should allow for a direct comparison be-
tween the uncambered and cambered wings. All flap-
effectiveness data will be presented as the change in
the particular aerodynamic coefficient from the an-
deflected case divided by the absolute value of the
deflection angle.
Figure 9 shows the effectiveness on drag of the
leading-edge flap deflection over the Mach number
range at CD,mi n. No significant variation in the drag
increment with Mach number is observed; however,
the penalty in drag per degree of flap deflection is
considerably higher as the leading-edge flap deflec-
tion increases. Drag per unit of leading-edge flap
deflection is higher for the cambered wing than for
the uncambered wing at each deflection.
Trailing-Edge Flap Deflection
The effect of trailing-edge flap deflection on lift,
pitching moment, and drag for both wings is shown
ill figures10 12.Tile mainpurposeof trailing-edge
















boththe -10° and-20° deflectionswhencompared




c_ = 0° is presented in figure 13(b). In general, a loss
in lift results from trailing-edge flap deflection. The
uncambered- and cambered-wing data of figure 13(b)
show a reduction in lift loss with increasing Mach
number.
Tile change in tile zero-lift pitching moment for
the trailing-edge flap deflection is shown in fig-
ure 13(c). Tile flap effectiveness is smaller for
the cambered wing than for the uncambered wing.
For both wings, the effectiveness decreases with in-
creasing (more negative) flap-deflection angle; i.e., a
trailing-edge flap deflection of -10 ° has a higher ef-
fectiveness on pitching moment per degree of deflec-
tion than either a -20 ° or -30 ° deflection for both
wings. This difference, however, is not as significant
for the cambered wing as for the uncambered wing.
The data show that the increment due to flap deflec-
tion becomes smaller with increasing Mach number
for both wings.
Figure 14 presents oil flow and tuff photographs
of the upper surface of the uncambered wing with
a trailing-edge flap deflection of -30 ° at M = 1.60
and angles of attack of 4° , 8 ° , and 12 ° . The data
are presented here to show the reader the effect on
the flow resulting from a large trailing-edge flap de-
flection, but a detailed discussion of the flow charac-
teristics is not within the scope of this paper. The
data show a strong shock and shock-induced separa-
tion forward of the trailing-edge flap. Forward of the
shock, the flow is attached and well behaved at an an-
gle of attack of 4 ° . As angle of attack increases, the
flow characteristics over the wing become very com-
plex. Additional flow visualization data are included
in appendix B.
Trimmed Drag Data
Trimmed drag polars for tile cambered and un-
cambered wings are shown in figure 15 with no
leading-edge flap deflection. The figures also show"
the trailing-edge flap deflections needed for trim.
(The data were trimmed about the longitudinal loca-
tion of the 35-percent mean aerodynamic chord.) As
anticipated during wiug design, the cambered wing
needs a snlaller trailing-edge flap deflection than the
uncambered wing because of the positive shift in the
pitching moment even though the pitching-moment
effectiveness parameters were smaller for the cam-
bered wing. The net result is a lower trim-drag
penalty for the cambered wing. The cambered-wing
data show lower drag for all lift coefficients greater
than 0.1.
Concluding Remarks
An experimental investigation has been con-
ducted at supersonic speeds to evaluate the effect,
of camber and twist and the aerodynamic effective-
ness of leading- and trailing-edge flaps on both an un-
cambered wing and a cambered wing. The study ge-
ometry consisted of a 65o/50 ° clipped double-delta
wing with a trailing edge swept forward 25 °. Both
wings were attached to the same generic fllselage, and
both were configured with leading- and trailing-edge
flaps of identical planform. Experimental testing was
conducted in the low Mach number test section of tile
Langley Unitary Plan V_rind Tunnel at Math nmnbers
of 1.60, 1.80, 2.00, and 2.16 for an angle-of-attack
range of -4 ° to 20 ° .
The addition of wing camber and twist had a
significant effect on the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristi{zs. Without leading- or trailing-edge
flap deflections, the uncambered wing had a lower
minimum drag and a lower drag due to lift at low
lift coefficient than the cambered wing. Camber and
twist also decreased the lift and increased the zero-lift
pitching-moment coefficient (Cm,o), but they had no
significant effect on lift-curve slope or stability level.
Leading-edge flap deflection typically increased
drag. The increment in drag per degree of leading-
edge flap deflection increased as the deflection angle
increased and was higher for the cambered wing
than for the uncambered wing. However, at the
higher lift conditions tested, the data showed that
a drag reduction occurred when leading-edge flaps
were deflected 5 ° for the uncambered wing.
The trailing-edge flap effectiveness for pitching
moment and minimum drag was smaller for the cam-
bered wing than for the uncambered wing. De-
spite the reduced pitch-control effectiveness the shift
in Cm,o caused by the addition of camber and twist
resulted in smaller flap deflections required to trim.
The net result was a lower drag coefficient at trimlncd
condition for lift on tile cambered wing than on the
uncambered wing for lift coefficients greater than 0.1.
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Table I. Half-Thickness Ordinates for Uncambered
and Cambered Wings





















































Table II. Surface Ordinates for Cambered Wing
Values of z/c _r 2y/b of
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Figure 2. Generic fighter model and wing. All dimensions are given in inches unless otherwise indicated.
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(a) Lift drag, and pitching-moment characteristics at M = 1.60.
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(b) Stability level and lift-curve slope of uncambered and cambered wings.
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(a) M = 1.60.
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(a) AI = 1.60.
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(e) 3/1 = 2.00.
Figure 8. Continued.
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(a) M = 1.60.
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(a) M = 1.60.





































































































































(d) M = 2.16.
Figure 12. Concluded.
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(c) Zero-lift pitching moment.
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(a) 5,'I = 1.60.
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(b) M = 1.80.
Figure 15. Continued.
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(c) M = 2.00.
Figure 15. Continued.
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Appendix A
Run Log and Data Listing
AppendixA presentsa completelistingof the forceandmomentdata.
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Appendix B presents additional flow visualization data. Tuft photographs of the uncambered wing are
presented for a = 0 °, 2°, 4°, 6°, 8°, and 12° in figures B1 B4 for M = 1.60, 1.80, 2.00, and 2.16 with 6LE ----0°
and _TE ---- --30°, --10°, 0°, and 10 °.
Oil flow and tuft photographs of the uneambered wing are presented for a = 0°, 4 °, 8°, and 12° in figures B5
and B6 for M = 1.60 and 2.16 with _LE ---- 0° and 5° and _TE ---- 0° and -30 °.
8O
(_=0 ° a=2 °
O_= 4 ° c_ = 6 °
(:z= 8 ° c_= 12 °
(a) ,¢I - 1.60.
Figure B1. Tuft ])h()tographs ()f un('atnb(,r(+(| wing at (_ - ()°, 2 °, 4 °, (i'D+ 8°+ and 12 > with ,_l+l+:- ()0 and
h,t,t,; - _ 30 ° '
81
Or-- 0 ° 0t_-2 °
Or_-4 ° 0_-- 6 °
0t_-8 °




0t_-0 ° Or= 2 °
_=4 ° (I= 6 °
0t=8 °




{2=0 ° {_= 2 °
_=4 ° a=6 °
0_=8 °




o_= 0° cz= 2°
o_= 4° (x = 6 °
(_=8 ° c(= 12 °
(a) M : 1.60.
Figure B2. Tuft photographs of lUi('anll)orod wing at (t: = 0 °, 2°, 1°, 6°, g°. and 12_ with h],t.; : 0 ° and
&rE = 1(}°.
85
Or_-0 ° Or_-2 °
0_=4 ° 0__-6 °
__-8 °




_= 0 ° Or=2 °
(1=4 °
(I=8 °




_=0 ° 0_=2 °
0__-4 ° O[-- 6 °
_=8 °




0_=0 ° 0f_-2 °
0t=4 ° 0t= 6 °
0_=8 °
(a) :tl = 1.60.
Figure B3. Tuft photographs of uncanibered wing at ct = 0 °, 2 ° , 4 °.
bTl,: = 0 °.
o_= 12°
6 ° , 8 °, and 12 ° witli bLt.; = 0 ° and
89
0t= 0 ° 0_=2 °
0t=4 ° 0t= 6 °
Or=8 °




CX= 0 ° __-2 °
0_=4 ° 0_=6 °
0__-8 °




0_= 0 ° (1_-2 °
_=4 ° 0_= 6 °
0_=8 °




C_= 0° C_= 2°
c_= 4 ° o. = 6 °
et = 8 ° ot = 12°
(a) M = ].60.
Figure B4. Tuft photographs of uncambered wing at (_ = 0 °, 2 °, 4 °, 6 °, 8 ° , and 12° with hi.t,: = 0 ° and
b,l,E _-- 10°.
93
R=0 ° Or=2 °
0__-4 ° a= 6 °
Or=8 °




0t= 0 ° (1=2 °
(I=4 ° Or=6 °
(1_-8 °




(I.=0 ° (X=2 °
0_= 4 ° (I,--6 °
Or=8 °




o_= 0° (x = 4 °
a. = 8 ° a. = 12°
(a) :tl = 1.60.
Figure B5. Oil flow and tuft photographs of uncambered wing at a = 0°, 4 °, 8°, and 12 ° for _5I.E = 5 ° and
6T E ()o.
97
0t=0 ° Or=4 °
Or=8 °




= 0° _ =4°
a = 8 ° e_= 12 °
(,_) _ = 1.60.






0_=0 ° 0[_-.4 °
_=8 °
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